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About This Content

A destination that needs no introduction, Innsbruck is one of the iconic airports of the world, with a jaw-dropping backdrop,
heart-stopping approaches and a location in the heart of Europe.

Orbx have created something truly unique with their first European destination for Aerofly. Within the scenery's extraordinary
2500km2 coverage area, explore the peaks and glaciers of the Austrian Alps, the picturesque Inn, Wipp and Stubai Valleys, the

historic Brenner Pass and even Germany's tallest mountain, Zugspitze.

Over a dozen towns and villages dot the Tyrolian landscape, and of course the city of Innsbruck has been created in immaculate
detail.

LOWI Innsbruck truly is the home for all flyers. Far more than just an airport!
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Title: Aerofly FS 2 - Orbx - Innsbruck Airport
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Orbx
Publisher:
IPACS
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Quad core CPU 3.0 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 4.5 compatible 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of RAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,French
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aerofly fs 2 - orbx - innsbruck airport

Excellent game but hard to understand at first. The tutorial does an ok job at explaining it but if you don't understand just search
hyperbolic geometry. Hyperogue is a challenging yet fun roguelike. Definitetly get it if you like rougues.. The adventure game
genre seems a little oversaturated with somber detective stories. As much as I enjoy those, I love nothing more than some good
laughs, some vibrant colors - and I'm a sucker for cartoons! Guard Duty fills that void on all counts.
It harkens back to gems of lo-res point&click comedy such as Simon the Sorcerer or Discworld. It's got that lively, colorful,
cartoony art and animation that's just joy to these tired eyes. It's crisp & elegant, with a well-chosen palette. Story-wise it might
also remind you of the classic Discworld - as you assume the role of a member of the town guard. There's magic, orcs and
monsters, too! And time travel! If you enjoyed Sir Terry's imaginative worlds (both the fantastic and the earlier sci-fi) & his
sharp wit, you'll be right at home - like in the novels, the main goal is simple: "Save the princess. Save the world", but what
elevates it is the characters, the interactions, and the humor. There's some genuinely endearing slapstick, a few nods to the genre
classics (concentrated in one spot mostly), but my favorite was the multi-layered bits, saturated with meta relating to modern
culture, and even gaming. On the flipside - the game gets significantly darker when the main antagonist surfaces. Tondbert only
gets glimpses of this dark side - but then, in the last act, we are transported into a bleak neon-lit future. Think Blade Runner or
Terminator. It still manages to throw in a few jokes, and there's your token geeky hacker girl to lighten up the mood - but other
than that, it's pretty straightforward sci-fi\/cyberpunk. This bit feels shorter - with not much world to explore - but it makes
sense. For one, given the situation, the world of the future wouldn't be very lively & interesting to just roam around. Two:
there's been enough build-up, time for some decissive action!
At the gameplay level it's a classic point&click: you go around talking to people, looking at things, picking up objects & using
them on other objects. You also have handy notes to remind you what your current goal is - which then gets checked off once
it's completed. Very handy! The puzzles are on the simple side: if the solution isn't immediately obvious after just looking
around briefly, just ask around and someone will guide you. While most will pose a fair challenge to a lazy gamer after a hard
day's work (that's me!), some did feel a bit too short, as if a few steps had been eliminated for the players convenience. Whether
that's good or bad will be up to your personal preferences. I for one detest certain logical puzzles that simply "have to" be in an
adventure games. "Find randomly strewn cogs, then fix clockwork mechanism" or "Fix the light in a dark room". I did expect
more challenge in several places - especially in the latter part - but that's the pessimist\/masochist in me. In the end I thought:
"Oh, so I don't need to [insert random tech maintenance chore]? Woohoo!". The few logical puzzles that are there are engaging
and fun - enough to kick your brain into higher gear but juuuust enough not to annoy the heck out of you.
The game is a full talkie - and again, it's got that nice cartoony flair. Tondbert's temporary speech impediment is my favorite -
it's perfectly executed and adds an extra layer of humor to the dialogue. I also absolutely loved all the natural, genuine accents!
Music is, likewise, pure pleasure to the ears. The soundtrack offers a wide variety of medieval tunes - from idyllic, pastoral, to
ones more urgent. Some of it reminds me of my absolute favorite: the Little Big Adventure 1 & 2 score by Phil Vachey. The
cyberpunk chapter, in turn, has some dark electronica, a bit of high-tempo synthwave, and some cold, creepy, minimalistic
tonalities - punctuating the most tense part of the game. But beyond that there's place for musical surprises - such as a jazzy,
hard-boiled noir theme in the tavern. I got the soundtrack DLC & it's on high rotation on my stereo now!
In summary:
Guard Duty was a fun, engaging, histerically funny game - but not without depth. The dialogues and stories build this world and
bring it to life just as much as the images and the sounds do - with engaging exposition and tidbits of humor. The art, animation,
music and voice acting were all genuinely and sincerely everything this old point&click gamer, music fanatic & linguist could
want. The puzzles were on the easy side, perhaps too simple at times - you decide whether that's a pro or a con to you. The
adventure was engaging nonetheless, keeping the story going organically.. My very first game that i have not finished.. A tragic
game from all aspects... Just uninstall it!. the train is enjoyable i recommend this whenever its on sale!. This game is surprisingly
good. I liked the story and the voice acting.The graphics looks great, I liked listening to the cassette tapes while running to next
location. Perfect timing.

The controls at times are too loose, restricted areas and pathways can be annoying, and I got stuck on the staircase in the first
basement twice and had to restart game. Simple fix.

For the price its worth it, I was entertained, only real drawback is that it ended just as you become..... :D. 7/10

This is one of the more average 'Choice of' Games I've played. Overall, I found it enjoyable, and if you are interested in the
premise, I think it is worth a try. It's not mind-blowingly amazing, but I don't regret the purchase. The side characters and
romance options are some of the more memorable ones. However, some of the chapters are a little only the slow side, despite
the occasional interesting parts. It never really gripped me with suspense or curiosity, but that doesn't make it a bad story.
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Overall, good characters, mediocre story.. You know, I have to be honest, this is probably the best content the game has ever
gotten, and that amazes me. I'm normally incredibly critical of Xenoverse 2's DLCs, and I've found all of the previous ones to be
exorbitantly overpriced for what you get, but this one might actually be worth it.

The characters here are really, really solid. They're really well made, really good representations of the characters, and almost all
of their skills can be used by players--AND it comes with a bunch of new Parallel Quests which are both challenging and fun.

A lot of people are rightfully complaining about Zamasu as a mentor, and his utterly garbage missions, and that's fair. They're
total trash. The combos it tries to teach you are inconsistent and full of bad habits, and the system that's trying to teach you them
is obnoxiously precise. It's really bad. Like, genuinely, honestly one of the worst things they've ever done. Nobody likes
tutorials, Dimps. We hate them. Universally. Especially when they're mandatory. Stop doing it.

That being said, do I think it ruins the experience? Not at all. You can get through Zamasu's missions in under an hour. It's an
incredibly brief annoyance that really doesn't distract much from the rest of the content here.

I cannot believe I'm saying this, but this is actually probably worth $10 in my opinion. The characters are really well made, and
they're ones we've been asking for since before the damn game was even in a playable state. If you're even thinking about
picking it up though, just do yourself a favour and get the extra pack set instead. It's like $7 more for like 3x the content.. It's a
really fun game!
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This game is broken.

Constant slowdowns to 10 FPS, for no apparent reason.

Controls are bad. Sending a follower in a straight line when I'm clearly aiming at an enemy that is straight from me should make
the follower have some kind of pathfinding at the very least, but NO! it doesn't exist! Also, if you're too close to the target the
followers simply don't care and retreat all the time.

Audio is kind of messed up too, it constantly skips VFX sounds or voice lines.

I know it doesn't look like a lot, and I'm a person that finds people's complaints about broken games ridiculous, as I usually can
fix those problems by simply going to the ini file or changing settings, but this is not one of those games.

I can't recommend this game. Unplayable.
. You can tell by the flamethrower enemies that Bennett Foddy was definitely involved.. Started game, froze within 5 minutes.
Restarted game, froze again. Night cycle unnecessary. Maybe it doesn't like 64 bit. but for me unplayable. Controls very
unresponsive.

Release review shortly

I built four chicken pens in the tutorial and the tutorial stopped working.

Never mind. I still don't recommend it. This is the third computer I tried it on and it just isn't any good.. I had seen a few
reviews on the first game and thought let's give it a try on
part II.
So, immediately you'll see that they made this game with good gear and
that the scenes are very well worked out. I mean the settings,
the actors and lighting etc.
The woman are beautifull ,so nothing wrong there..
How ever I was expecting more different kinds of ladies to be honest,
it's not like every level is bad or not suited for me (i wouldn't go to a
stripp club ever) and i'm not a fat guy from the middle east who is
obviously gonna give different answers and questions obviously.

No i was hoping for more tricky questions and answers that match
different women, like introvert woman or hard to get, and whatnot.
I thought most of the options were too sexual orientated, a man or
guy whatever wouldn't say those thing ever to a woman he aims to
date or get to know, soo..... is this a game for foolish teenagers that
have no clue or just looking to be rebelious?!

Too bad the game is not very seriously in terms of dialogue,
while it presents it self very well, you see, this is why people give
bad reviews about super seducer.

Okay and there is also the famous ''pauze'' thing I love in games
hitting the space bar should pauze the game, skip scenes could
easily be assigned to ''enter'' or ''esc'' but pauze is mandatory.

So it has alot of levels to expore and re-do but I would like to mention
that I would have like to see a full package, there is alot of extra content
that could have been included by default. But I'll probably go check it out
anyway,
I like the woman perspective also!
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But what is up with the last level totally in Chinese?????

I'd say try it out, go in blanco and get your own impressions.
I had a few good laughs too.. Really cute and fun. The humor reminds me of Undertale, but manages to stay original.
Soundtrack is nice with gameplay to match.. I want to say, I like this game. It's a platformer that combines puzzles and reaction
gameplay, and it was interesting for me,

Cons first. The game isn't easy, and I few times got frustrated dying or falling a fortieth time a level. The game also doesn't
offer much different stuff. It's a bit monotonous. Though it's interesting enough for 44 original levels, I don't really think user-
made levels would be interesting after the original game (unless the game was not difficult enough for you and you want it
harder), though I'm going at least to try some. Some levels just don't fit well to the plot (especially the garden ones with Biblical
quotes - I don't mind Biblical quotes, but I haven't seen the connection to the game plot).

And what is good. Atmosphere! It seems to really give you some impressions of social anxiety syndrom. These phrases written
in the levels were really able to put me in this atmosphere. Most levels and puzzles are interesting. There are reaction and speed
based levels, logic-based levels, and the ones combining both, and they are really interesting. Original graphics - after all I liked
it.

Ammiel's ending was a bit shocking for me, and I got really deep and unexpected impressions in the end, which I like. Still
didn't made it to Kaleb's ending.

So - if you aren't disappointed by cons above - buy this game. I'd say - it almost worth its full price, and don't hesitate if it's on
the sale. However, still it may be the matter of taste. I can easily imagine people that wouldn't like it. The demo gives right
impression about the game, so try it first. If you like the demo then you probably will like the game.. GGWP
-Story of There Life
-Watch And Learn How they Become a Professional Gamers
-Life Is Hard But God Is Good All the Time. disabled comments thanks to all the triggered kids that didnt agree with my review.
you didn't play this game, so stfu- you have literally no opinion worth listening to.
I did play this, I wrote the review.
don't liek my review? go buy the game yourself, and write a review. waste your own money and time.
have anice day.

slow. not funny, slow. you can't even pass the tutorial ( at least I can't, why would you ever need to press 5 keys on a keyboard at
once? )
^ there is nothing in the game that needs you to press 5 keys at once. there are gestures in the game for holding down certain
fingers, but NONE OF THEM REQUIRE YOU TO MAKE A FIST BY PRESSING ALL 5 BUTTONS. okay children? this is
the reaason i pointed it out, but you would know this if you played the dang game.

i had some issues windowing, but maybe that's just windows 10.
but yeah.. not a very well-executed idea, I mean the only things that even make sense are flipping the middle finger, or making
an okay sign. It's not liek you can even interact, and the times you CAN often fly by so fast, after ong, plodding, terrible
dialogue, that you aren't even ABLE to make any signs at all.

gonna give this a big ol' thumbs down. No pun intended. Nothing about this is funny. My review is honest, don't be fooled.. This
Match 3 Game is really great I have beaten it 20 times already & I still play it. This is awesome Halloween Game.. This is an
interesting sattelite mission game. It is obvious that this is a ported game to PC, but the graphics are quite nice. The gameplay is
mission based: you will be given missions regularly that you must complete within a specific amount of time or suffer a
reputation penalty; too may failed missions and you will fail the game! Completed missions reward you with funds, reputation,
and progression. You can also research technologies to make your sattelites more efficient space tools.

To note: this is NOT an open world, sandbox game like Kerbal Space Program. You are limited to controlling sattelites that are
placed into Earth orbit for you.

That being said, anyone with a decent grasp of orbital mechanics will be able to play through the game without great difficulty.
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If you are looking for a nice filler satellite management game and can get this on sale (I paid less than $10 for it on sale) then
Satellite Command will scratch a nice itch for you.
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